Want a **BOOST**?

Calling all FRESHMAN ENGINEERING MAJORS!

**Informational Session on BOOST**
Tuesday, February 9th
ETA 331
3:15 – 4:15pm

**What is BOOST?**
Bridge Opportunities Offered for the Sophomore Transition.
A service-learning oriented bridge program to better prepare rising sophomores for their first year of core engineering courses.

**Eligibility requirements:**
- Enrollment in a 1-unit special section of ENGR 301 Spring 2016, Section 05, Class #35754 (Th 4:10 – 5:00pm)
- Commitment to participate M-F 12:30pm – 4:30pm for 5 weeks during Summer 2016
- Enthusiasm for and dedication to excellence in engineering

Questions?
Please e-mail dwon@calstatela.edu or call 323.343.5908
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